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Abstract 
Let S be a set of vertices of a k-connected graph G. We denote the smallest sum of degrees of 
k + 1 independent vertices of S by o" k + 1 (S; G). We obtain a sharp lower bound of a k + 1 (S; G) for 
the vertices of S to be contained in a common cycle of G. This result gives a sufficient condition 
for a k-connected graph to be hamiltonian. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider only finite undirected graphs without loops or multiple 
edges. For a graph G, we denote by V(G) and E(G) the set of vertices and the set of 
edges, respectively. The number of vertices in a maximum independent set of G is 
denoted by ~(G). For x e V(G), the set of vertices adjacent o x in G is denoted by 
NG(x) and the degree of x in G by deg~(x). If no ambiguity can arise, we sometimes 
write N(x) for Na(x) and deg(x) for degG(x). For S c V(G), we write G[S] for the 
subgraph of G induced by S. 
Among many sufficient conditions for a graph to be hamiltonian, the following two 
theorems are most fundamental. 
Theorem A (Ore [5]). I f  G is a graph of order p (p >1 3) such that deg~(x) + degG 
(y) >1 p for every pair of nonadjacent vertices x and y, then G is hamiltonian. 
Theorem B (Chv~tal and Erd6s [2]). I f  G is a k-connected graph (k >1 2) with ct(G) <~ k, 
then G is hamiltonian. 
Both of these theorems can be 'localized' as follows. 
Theorem C (Shi [6]). Let G be a 2-connected graph of order p and let S be a set of 
vertices of G. I f  deg~(x) + deg~(y)/> p for every pair of nonadjacent vertices x and y in 
S, then G has a cycle through all vertices of S. 
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Theorem D (Fournier [-4]). Let G be a k-connected graph (k >>. 2) and let S be a set of 
vertices of G. I f  ~(G[S]) <~ k, then G has a cycle through all vertices of S. 
Each of Theorem C and Theorem D is best possible in a sense. However, in 
Theorem C, if the connectivity of G is high, then the degree sum condition is too 
strong in a sense. For example, if the connectivity of G is greater than or equal to the 
independence number of S, then by Theorem D, no degree sum condition is needed for 
the conclusion. So, we mix Theorem C with Theorem D, and show another theorem, 
which is a common extension of these theorems. 
Before stating our main theorem, we need some definitions. Let u and v be a pair of 
vertices in G. The local connectivity ~(u, v; G) is defined to be the maximum number 
of internally disjoint paths from u to v in G. For S c V(G), we define K(S; 
G) = min {K(u, v; G)[u, v e S, u ~ v}. If x ~ V(G) - S, then we define ~c(x, S; G) to 
be the maximum number of paths from x to S which are mutually vertex-disjoint 
except at x. 
A set of vertices S of G is said to be cyclable, if G contains acycle through all vertices 
of S. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph of order p, and let S be a set of vertices of G. Suppose 
that 1¢(S; G)~> k >~ 2. I f  for any n (n >7 k) and for any independent subset X of S 
of order n + 1, 
dega(x)/> p + n 2 - n, 
xEX 
then S is cyclable in G. 
Notice here that this theorem holds even for k = 1, if S contains a non-adjacent 
pair of vertices. Because the degree sum condition in the statement says that 
deg~(x) + deg~(y) ~> p for every non-adjacent pair of vertices x, y e S, which implies 
that K(S; G) >1 2. 
The condition of Theorem 1 is redundant in a sense, because the degree sum 
condition for an independent set of vertices implies certain condition for its superset. 
The next theorem, which can be provided by using Theorem l, only needs the 
conditions for the independent set of order exactly k + I. We denote the smallest sum 
of degrees of k + 1 independent vertices in S by O'k+ I(S; G). When S = V(G), we write 
ak + 1 (G) instead of ak + 1 (V(G); G). 
Theorem 2. Let G be a graph of order p, and let S be a set of vertices of G. Suppose 
that K(S;G)>>.k~2 and ~(G[S] )=:c  Let 2 and e be integers satisfying 
p + k + 2 =- 2~ + e, 0 ~ e <<. ~ - 1. Then, depending on the numbers 2 and e, one of the 
following statements holds. 
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(1) I f2  >~ k + 1, and if ak+~(S;G) >1 p + k 2 -- k, then S is cyclable in G. 
(2) I f  3 <~ 2 <~ k and e, <~ k, and if ak+ l(S;G) > (k + 1)(~ + 2 -  4 )+e,  then S is 
cyclable in G. 
(3) l f2<~ 2<~ k and e,~ k + 1, and /f ak+~(S;G)>(k + 1)(~ + 2 -3) ,  then S is 
cyclable in G. 
(4) / f2  = 2 and ~ <<, k or )~ <<, 1 then ~ > ½p + 1, and so S is not cyclable. 
We note here that the degree sum conditions in these theorems are best 
possible in a sense. Suppose that H1,H2, . . . ,Hk+I  are the complete graphs 
(which are not necessarily of the same order). We define G = uk+=~ Hi + Kk. If 
the given vertex set S of G contains at least one vertex from each Hi (1 ~< i ~< k + 1), 
then obviously G has no cycle through S. And then, 
trk+l(SzG) = }~-+~(I V(H31 - 1 + k) = I V(G)I - k + k 2 - 1. 
This shows the sharpness of the condition in Theorem 2(1). Similarly, the graphs 
((~ - k - 1 + e)Ka- 1 ~ (k + 1 - e)Kx 2) nt- K~_ 1 
and 
( (e -k -  1 )Ka~(c~+k+ 1-~)Kx_ I )+K~ 1 
shows the sharpness of the degree sum conditions in Theorem 2(2) and (3), 
respectively. 
In both Theorems 1 and 2, by setting S = V(G), we can obtain sufficient conditions 
for a k-connected graph to be hamiltonian. The following corollary can be obtained 
from Theorem 2(1). 
Corollary 3. Let G be a k-connected graph of order p (p >~ 3) with 
ct(G) ~< (p + l)/(k + 1) + 1. l f  trk+l (G) >1 p + k 2 - k, then G is hamiltonian. 
From Theorem 2(2) and (3), we obtain the following. 
Corollary 4. Let G be a k-connected graph of order p (p >~ 3) with 
ct(G) = ~ > (p + 1)/(k + 1) + 1. I f  trk+l(G) > (k + 1)(ct + L(P + k + 2)/ct_] - 3), then 
G is hamiltonian. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
In the proof of Theorem 1, we use some additional notation. Let C be a cycle in G. 
We denote C with the given orientation by C ÷ and its reverse by C -. Let D be a path 
or an oriented cycle. If u, v ~ V(D), then the closed interval D[u, v] is defined to be the 
unique (oriented) path from u to v in D. The open interval D(u, v) is D[u, v] - {u, v}. 
Similarly, we define the half-open intervals D[u, v) and D(u, v] by D [-u, v] - {v} and 
D [u, v] - {u}, respectively. 
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We prove the theorem by induction on IS[. If IS[ ~< 2, then there exists a cycle 
through S by Menger's theorem. 
We can now assume that ISI >/3 and that for any vertex x in S, there exists a cycle 
through all vertices of S - {x}. Suppose that the vertex x in S was chosen so that 
x(x ,S -  {x};G) is maximum possible. Let C be a cycle through S -  {x}. In the 
subsequent arguments, we assume that G has no cycle through all vertices of S. In 
particular, we have x ¢ V(C). 
We give an orientation to C. Since x(S; G) >>. k, there exist n paths Pa, Pz . . . . .  P, 
(n/> k or n = [V(C)D from x to V(C) such that V(P i )n  V(P j )= {x} if i# j .  If 
n = [ V(C)I, then we can easily find a cycle through all vertices of S. So we may assume 
that n ~> k. Let a~ be the endvertex of P~ other than x. Suppose that al, a2 ..... a, appear 
in this order along C +. We assume that these paths were chosen so that (1) n is 
maximum, and that (2) subject to (1), " + ~i=2IC [-al,ai]l is minimum possible. We 
define A = {al,a2, . . . ,a,}, B = V(P~) -  {al}, and R = V(G) -  V (C) -  B. Let x~ be 
the last vertex on C + [-a~, a~) in S, for each i, 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Fact 1. xi ~ C + (ai-  1, al). 
Proof. Suppose not, and assume C + ( al - 1, ai ) n S = 0. Then, P i C + [ al, ai - 1 ] Pi - 1 is 
a cycle through all vertices of S. [] 
This fact implies that I Sl/> n + 1/> k + 1. 
Fact 2. N(x~) c~ C + [xi, ai) = 0 if i ¢ j. 
Proof. Suppose not, and let v e N(xj)  n C + [xi, ai). Then, 
Pi C + [a i, v] vx~ C - [x j, ai ] Pi 
is a cycle through S. [] 
Fact 3. {x, xa,x2, ...,x,} is an independent set. 
Proofi By the maximality of n, xx~ q~ E(G) for all i. The fact x, xj ¢ E(G) is immediate 
from Fact 2. [] 
Fact 4. N(x j )~(V(P i )  - {a,}) = 0 / f i  #j .  
Proof. Suppose not, and let u E N(x j )n  (V(P I ) -  {al}). Then, 
P~C + [aj, x j ]x juPi[u,  x] 
is a cycle through S. [] 
Fact 5. N(xi)c~(V(Pi) - {ai}) = 0 / f i  =/= 1. 
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Proof. Suppose not, and let u e N(xi)c~(V(Pi)-  {ai}), (i ~ 1). Then, by replacing 
P~ with the path P~ [x, u] ux~, we obtain another path system from x to V(C), contra- 
dicting the minimality of ~%21C+[a~,ai]l . [] 
Fact 6. N(x) c~ N(xi) m R = O for all i, and N(xi) m N(xj) c~ R = f~ for all i 4:j. 
Proof. Let ueN(x i )mR.  By Facts 4 and 5, u is not in UT=2V(P~). If 
ueN(x) ,  then PiC+[a~,x~]x~ux is a cycle through S. If ueN(xa), then 
PjC + [aj, xl]xiux~C- [xj, al]Pi is cycle through S. [] 
Lemma 5. I f  xal eE(G), then IN(x)c~BI + IN(xa)~BI <~ IB I -  1. Otherwise, 
Ig(x)c~ nl + IN(xl)c~ nl ~ Inl. 
Proof. Suppose xaleE(G). If there is a vertex ueN(xx)~B,  then 
xal C ÷ [al, x ~ ] x, uP1 [u, x] is a cycle through S. Hence, N(x 1 ) ~ B = 0, and the results 
follows. 
Suppose xal ¢ E(G). Let z be the vertex in N(x)~ B so that x is not adjacent 
to any vertices in Pl(Z, al). If there is a vertex ueN(xx)C~Pl[X,Z), then 
xzPl[z, a l ]C+[a, ,x l ]x luP l [u ,x]  is a cycle through S. Hence, N(x l )c~Bc  
P1 [z, al). Therefore, 
[N(x)m B[ + [U(xl)c~ BI = [N(x)n Pl[x,z][ + [U(Xl)n Pt[z, al)l 
< IPdx, z]l + IPl[z,a~)l < Inl. [] 
We call an interval P = C + [~,fl) of C a segment if it satisfies the following two 
conditions: 
(1) ct~SwA and f l~S-  A, 
(2) c+(~, /~)c~(swa)  = 0. 
We notice that V(C) is the disjoint union of the segments and C + [xi, ai), 1 ~< i ~< n. 
We denote the set of segments by Y'. For  a segment P = C + [a, fl), we define le to be 
the number of vertices in P, np to be number of vertices in {xl,x= . . . . .  x,} that is 
adjacent o a vertex of P. 
Lemma 6. For any segment P, ~=1 [N(xi)nP[ <~ ne + lp - 1. 
Proof. We may assume by the symmetry that P is contained in C + [a,, Xl). (Although 
C + [ai 1,xi)'s are not symmetric by the definition, we do not use the minimality of 
~7= 21C + [al ,  ai]l here.) Let P = C + [~, fl). We first show the following statement. 
(.) For  any v in P, if v e N(xi), then for any j (i < j <~ n), N(x~) c~ P(v, fl) = O. 
Suppose not. Let u e N(xj) n P(v, fl) for some j (i < j ~< n). Then 
Pj C + [a j, v] vxiC - [xi, u ] uxj C - [x j, ai] Pi 
is a cycle through S, since the segment does not contain a vertex of S except at a. 
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Let P=vlv2...vtt, so that vl =0~. For  each r (l<~r<~le), we define 
= {il v,. ~ N(xi), 1 <~ i <. n}. If r > 1 and ~ :/: O, then letting i, be the maximum 
number in T,, we define I, = ~ - {i,}. I f r  = 1 or I-~ = O, then we define I,  = ~. Then, 
the above statement (.) implies that 11,12 ..... lt,. are totally disjoint. And hence, by the 
definition of ne, I Ut,'_- 1 LI ~< rip. Therefore 
11, le 
Ig(x,)nPI = ~ IT, ~< II~1 + ~ (1I, I + 1) 
i=1  r= l  r=2 
= U Irl+Ie-- l<~np+lp--1. [] 
Lemma 7. ~e~ne <<. n 2. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for each xi (1 ~< i ~< n), xi is adjacent o the vertices of at 
most n segments. 
We fix i (1 ~< i ~< n). We find a path from xi to S - {xi} for each segment P with 
N(x~) n V(P) ~ 0 as follows. Suppose that xi is adjacent to a vertex v in a segment 
P = C ÷ [a, fl). Ifc¢ e S, then we consider the path x~vP[v,~]. If c0 e A - S, say ~ = a i, 
and j # i, then we define the path to be x~vP[v,~]C-[a,x~]. If ~t = a~, then let 
x~vP [v, a] P~ be the path. We can easily check that the internal vertices of this path are 
not in S, and moreover that two paths are vertex-disjoint if the corresponding 
segments are distinct. Hence, by the maximality of n = x(x, S - {x}; G), we can only 
find at most n such paths. Consequently, x~ is adjacent to the vertices of at most 
n segments, and the result follows. [] 
Fact 7. N(x)  n V(C)  c A. 
Proof. Trivial from the maximality of n. 
We now estimate the degree sum of the vertices x, x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x,, which are mutually 
non-adjacent by Fact 3. We count the number of these neighbours in each of V(C), B, 
and R, separately. 
By Fact 6, 
IN(x)nRI + ~ IN(x,)nRI <~ IRI. 
i=1  
By Fact 4, y~=2lN(xi)n BI = 0. Hence by Lemma 5 and Fact 7, 
IN (x )n  V(C)I + IN(x)nBI + ~ IN(x,)nBI 
i=1  
= IN(x) n V(C)I + IN(x)ng] + IN(xl)ngl  
~<ln l+n- -1 .  
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For the neighbours ofxl, xz ..... x, in V(C), we distinguish the vertices in the segments 
and the others. By Fact 2, 
L i L ix,  c+Ex ,a  l : i c+ex,,a,tl-  L 
i - l j - I  i -1  i -1  
For the vertices in the segments, ince there are at least n segments in 5g, it follows 
from Lemmas 6 and 7 that 
L Z IN(xi)nV(P)l= Z L [N(xi) nV(P)] 
i= 1 p~,,a P~6 ~ i= 1 
(np+lv-1)~<n 2+ ~ Ip-n .  
P~,~' Pe.Sa 
Therefore, 
deg(x) + L deg(xi) 
i=1  
= IN(x) c~ V(C)l + IU(x)c~BI + IN(x)nRI 
+ L ([N(Xl) c~ g(c)l + [N(xi)nBI + [N(xi)~R[) 
i --1 
---]N(x) c~ V(C)[ + [N(x)nBI + L [N(xi)nB] 
i= l  
+ Ig(x)nR[ + L [g(xl)nRI 
i=1  
i=1 j= l  
<~lBl+n- l +lRl+n2 + ~ Ip-n+ L [C+[xi, ai)l -n  
Pe.~ i = 1 
=p+nZ-n-1 .  
This contradicts he degree sum assumption of the theorem. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
We show that each of the assumptions of Theorem2 implies the one of 
Theorem 1. (Note here that (4) is trivial. So we prove only (1)-(3).) Let 
X={xl,x2 ..... x.+l} (k+ l~<n+ 1~<~) be an independent subset of S so 
that deg(xl) ~< deg(x2) ~< .-. ~< deg(x,+l). We define d' = S~=+lxdeg(xl) and 
d" x..+ 1 deg(xi). Z~i=k+2 
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Proof of(I). Suppose 2 >/k + 1. Then, p = 2~ + e - k - 2 ~> (k + 1)~ + e - k - 2, 
and so, by the assumption, 
d' >/O'k+ l(S; G) ~ p -Ji- k 2 - k 
>/(k + 1)ct + e + k 2 - 2k - 2 
=(k+ 1) (c t+k-3)+s+ 1.
This implies that deg(xk+l) /> Ct + k - 2, and hence deg(x;)/> ct + k - 2 for all 
j ~> k + 2. Therefore, since ct >/n + 1, 
deg(x) = d' + d" t> p + k 2 -  k + (n -  k)(ct + k -  2) 
xeX 
= p + (n -  k)~ + (k -  2)n + k 
>1 p + (n - k)(n + 1) + (k -  2)n + k 
=p+n2-n .  
Proof of (2). Suppose 3 ~< 2 ~< k and e ~< k. Then, 
d'>.trk+l(S;G)>/(k+ 1)(ct + 2 -  4) + e + 1. 
This implies deg (x;) ~> ct + 2 - 3 for all j 1> k + 1. Therefore, 
deg(x )=d '+d"~>(k+ 1) (e+2-4)+e+ 1 +(n-k ) (e+2-3)  
xeX 
=(n+l ) (c t+2-3) -k+e 
=2~+e-k -2+(n+ 1-2)~+(n+1) (2 -3)+2 
~>p+(n+l -2 ) (n+l )+(n+1) (2 -3)+2 
=p+n2-n .  
Proof of(3). Suppose 2 ~< 2 ~< k and e ~< k + 1. Then, 
d' >1 ak+l(S;G ) ~ (k + 1)(ct + 2 -- 3) + 1. 
This implies deg (x j) >/~ + 2 - 2 for all j />  k + 1. Therefore, 
deg(x )=d '+d" />(k+ 1) (c t+2-3)+1+(n-k ) (~+2-2)  
xeX 
=(n+ 1) (~+2-2) -k  
=2ct+e-k -2+(n-2)~+(n+ 1) (2 -2)+ c t -e  + 2 
>/p+(n-2) (n+ 1)+(n+1) (2 -2)+2 
=p+ rt2--n. 
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4. Applying the Main Theorem 
In this section, we prove two theorems as applications of Theorem 1. The following 
theorem was proved by Erd6s I-3]. (In fact, Erd6s [3] proved this result by assuming 
minimum degree >/k instead of the connectivity.) 
Theorem E. Let G be a k-connected graph of order p (p >~ 2k + 1) satsfying 
IE (G) [>max{(P2k)+k2, (L (P22) /2 J )+L(p -1) /2 J2  }. 
Then G is hamiltonian. 
O) 
The bound of the size in this theorem is best possible. Let 
G(p, l)= Kl + (K~w Kp-2~). Obviously, G(p,l) is a non-hamiltonian k-connected 
graph if k ~< l < p/2. Note here that the right-hand side of (1) is equal to 
max 'E(G(p'I))I= max t (P - - l )  t 
k<~l<p/2 k<~l<p/2L\ 2 + 12 ' (2) 
Proof. Let X be an independent set of vertices in G with I XI = n + 1 ~ k + 1. Note 
that n < p/2, for otherwise G is a proper subgraph of G(p, p - n - 1) and the size of 
G is less than the right-hand side of (1). Hence, by the above remark (2), we have 
IE(G)I > (p -  n)  2 + na' 
x~xdega(x ,~>lE(G) [_ (P21XI )>~(P2n )+n2+ l _ (p -n -12  ) 
=p+n2-n .  
Thus by Theorem 1, G is hamiltonian. [] 
Next, we prove the following theorem which is a partial consequence of a theorem 
of Bauer et al. [1]. 
Theorem F. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order p such that a3(G) ~> s ~> p + 2 . / f  
ct(G) <~ s/3, then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Let X be an independent set of vertices in G with IX1 = n + 1 >t 3. By the 
assumption, n + 1 ~< e(G) ~< s/3, and so 2 ~ n <-N s/3 - 1. Then, 
a3(G) . s 
E degG(x) >~ ---f--l;~ I ~> ~(n + 1). 
xEX 
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Now,  we want  to check that ½s(n + 1) >1 p + n 2 - n: 
s s 
(p + n 2 -- n) -- ~(n + 1) ~ s -- 2 + n 2 -- /7 -- ~(n + 1) 
) =n 2-  +1 n+~- -2  
)2s2 ~2 2-  q- 1 2+~- 
=0.  
Thus by Theorem 1, G is hami l ton ian.  [] 
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